Submerged Alaskan Courage 1 Dani Pettrey
Getting the books Submerged Alaskan Courage 1 Dani Pettrey now is not type of inspiring means. You could
not solitary going like ebook stock or library or borrowing from your friends to right to use them. This is an
totally simple means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online broadcast Submerged Alaskan Courage 1
Dani Pettrey can be one of the options to accompany you taking into account having new time.
It will not waste your time. say yes me, the e-book will enormously heavens you additional situation to read.
Just invest tiny mature to entre this on-line message Submerged Alaskan Courage 1 Dani Pettrey as without
difficulty as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Full Disclosure Dee Henderson 2012-10-02 Dee Henderson Is Back! Ann Silver is a cop's cop. As the Midwest
Homicide Investigator, she is called in to help local law enforcement on the worst of cases, looking for
answers to murder. Hers is one of the region's most trusted investigative positions. Paul Falcon is the FBI's
top murder cop in the Midwest. If the victim carried a federal badge or had a security clearance, odds are
good Paul and his team see the case file or work the murder. Their lives intersect when Ann arrives to pass a
case off her desk and onto his. A car wreck and a suspicious death offer a lead on a hired shooter he is
tracking. Paul isn't expecting to meet someone, the kind that goes on the personal side of the ledger, but Ann
Silver has his attention. The better he gets to know her, the more Paul realizes her job barely scratches the
surface of who she is. She knows spies and soldiers and U.S. Marshals, and has written books about them. She
is friends with the former Vice President. People with good reason to be cautious about who they let into their
lives deeply trust her. Paul wonders just what secrets Ann is keeping, until she shows him the John Doe Killer
case file, and he starts to realize just who this lady he is falling in love with really is...
Distant Echoes Colleen Coble 2014-08-19 It feels like paradise, but deadly secrets lie beneath the waves off
the coast of Kauai. Sometimes Kaia Oana thinks her dolphins are more humane than humans. As a mammal
intelligence researcher, Kaia has learned a thing or two about the goodness and intelligence of dolphins—and
as a natural scientist in close proximity to weapons developers, she’s learned a thing or two about humans as
well. When a tourist catamaran explodes off the coast of the Hawaiian island of Kauai, Kaia and her trained
dolphin, Nani, rush to aid the search and rescue effort. After hours of searching, an exhausted Kaia is pulled
from the water by Lieutenant Commander Jesse Matthews of the U.S. Navy. Lieutenant Matthews is
accustomed to following protocol—and a civilian-dolphin rescue is not typical operating procedure. But when
his colleagues ignore the possibility that missile research had something to do with the sunken catamaran,
Jesse recruits Kaia and her dolphin to help him conduct his own investigation. The olive-skinned mermaid had
impressed him—in more ways than one. As their rogue investigation takes them into the waters surrounding
the sunken boat—and their personal chemistry takes them into other uncharted territory—Kaia and Jesse
discover that they have become targets themselves. Someone doesn’t want them snooping around that
wreckage . . . someone desperate enough to kill.
Cold Shot (Chesapeake Valor Book #1) Dani Pettrey 2016-01-26 Dani Pettrey Launches a New Romantic
Suspense Series In college, Griffin McCray and his three best friends had their lives planned out. Griffin and
Luke Gallagher would join the Baltimore PD. Declan Gray would head to the FBI and Parker Mitchell would go
on to graduate school as a crime scene analyst. But then Luke vanished before graduation and their
world--and friendships--crumbled. Now Griffin is a park ranger at Gettysburg, having left life as a SWAT-team
sniper when a case went bad. The job is mostly quiet--until the day he captures two relic hunters uncovering
skeletal remains near Little Round Top. Griffin just wants the case to go away, but charming forensic
anthropologist Finley Scott determines that the body is modern--a young social justice lawyer missing since
spring--and all evidence points to the work of an expert sniper. When FBI agent Declan Gray takes over the
case, past and present collide. Griffin soon realizes he'll need to confront some of the darkest days of his life if
he--and those he cares about--are going to escape a downward spiral of murder that crosses continents.
Submerged (Alaskan Courage Book #1) Dani Pettrey 2012-05-01 "Submerged is romantic suspense that will
keep you up at night!"--Bestselling Author Dee Henderson A sabotaged plane. Two dead deep-water divers.
Yancey, Alaska was a quiet town...until the truth of what was hidden in the depths off the coast began to
appear. Bailey Craig vowed never to set foot in Yancey again. She has a past, and a reputation--and Yancey's a
small town. She's returned to bury a loved one killed in the plane crash and is determined not to stay even an
hour more than necessary. But then dark evidence emerges and Bailey's own expertise becomes invaluable for
the case. Cole McKenna can handle the deep-sea dives and helping the police recover evidence. He can even
handle the fact that a murderer has settled in his town and doesn't appear to be moving on. But dealing with
the reality of Bailey's reappearance is a tougher challenge. She broke his heart, but she is not the same girl
who left Yancey. He let her down, but he's not the same guy she left behind. Can they move beyond the hurts

of their pasts and find a future together?
Nowhere to Turn (Hidden Identity Book #2) Lynette Eason 2014-08-26 The day Danielle Harding takes her
11-year-old son, Simon, and flees from her abusive husband, is the same day Kurt Harding dies. A relieved
Dani believes she and her son are finally safe--but in reality, the danger has just begun. When Kurt was alive,
he took something important to a mysterious person. That person wants the item back and believes Dani now
has it. As she and her son run for their lives, they have nowhere to turn, until she hires Adam Buchanan of
Operation Refuge and goes into hiding. Unfortunately, she won't be able to hide for long . . . From the first
breathless scene, this tension-laced story will hold readers in its iron grip. Bestselling author Lynette Eason
propels readers along at a breakneck pace in a race to discover the truth and a better future.
An Eye for an Eye (Heroes of Quantico Book #2) Irene Hannon 2009-09-01 After he accidentally shoots a
teenager at a tense standoff, FBI Hostage Rescue Team member Mark Sanders is sent to St. Louis to work as a
field agent and get his bearings while the bad press starts to settle. Just weeks away from returning to
Quantico to resume his work on the HRT, Mark has a chance encounter with an old flame, Emily Lawson. But
their reunion is cut short by a sniper. Now Mark must find the shooter before he tries to strike again. But
what is his motive--and who was his intended target? Can Mark put the pieces together, keep Emily safe, and
rekindle a long-dead relationship at the same time? A fast-paced tale of romance, suspense, and intrigue, An
Eye for an Eye is the exciting second installment in the Heroes of Quantico series.
Submerged Dani Pettrey 2012-05-01 Returning to small-town Yancey, Alaska, to bury a loved one killed in a
mysterious plane crash, Bailey Craig is not the same woman she was went she first left Yancey and Cole
McKenna, a former lover who has also changed. Original.
A Silent Terror Lynette Eason 2016-08-15 A Silent Terror Revisit this tale of danger and intrigue from Lynette
Eason When Marianna Santino’s roommate is killed, Detective Ethan O’Hara can’t fathom the motive. Then he
realizes the deaf teacher was the intended target. Marianna must have something the murderer desperately
wants. But what? Digging for the truth, the guarded cop tries to learn everything he can about Marianna. Her
world. Her family. Her beauty, faith and fierce independence. In spite of himself, Ethan finds that he can’t
keep his feelings at bay. Soon, he’s willing to risk everything—including his heart—to lay the silent terror
stalking Marianna to rest. A Silent Terror: Book 1 of the High Stakes trilogy (Originally published in 2009)
Dangerous Illusions (Code of Honor Book #1) Irene Hannon 2017-10-03 Trish Bailey is on overload trying to
deal with a demanding job, an ailing mother, and a healing heart. When a series of unsettling memory lapses
leads to a tragic death--and puts Trish under police scrutiny--her world is once again thrown into turmoil.
Detective Colin Flynn isn't certain what to think of the facts he uncovers during his investigation. Did Trish
simply make a terrible mistake or is there more to the case than meets the eye? As he searches for answers,
disturbing information begins to emerge--and if the forces at work are as evil as he suspects, the situation
isn't just dangerous . . . it's deadly. Bestselling and award-winning author Irene Hannon captures readers with
a mind-bending story that will have them doubling back to retrace their steps--and figure out what they
missed!
The Deposit Slip Todd M. Johnson 2012-07-01 This Gripping Legal Thriller Is a Perfect Summer Read When
Jared Neaton grew tired of the shady ethics of his big law firm and left to go out on his own, he never expected
the wheels to fly off so quickly. One big case collapsing on him has pushed him to the brink and it's all he can
do to scrape by. He can't risk another bad loss. Erin Larson is running out of options. In the wake of her
father's death, she found a slim piece of paper--a deposit slip--with an unbelievable amount on it. Ten million
dollars. Only the bank claims it has no record of the deposit and stonewalls her attempts to find out more.
This lawsuit, her last chance, has brought only intimidation and threats. Now she needs to convince Jared to
take a risk, to help her because the money is real. And both need to watch their backs as digging deeper
unleashes something far more dangerous than just threats.
Fragrant Flute of Fire: Poems on Love...Life...Revolution Saswati Das 2011-05-01 The book is a passionate
journey through varied emotions experienced in human life. It voices from the pain of loneliness and yearning
of heart for love to the radiance of such idealism that can transcend all pain and sacrifice all joy for the sake
of service above self. It glorifies the innocence of romantic love to the height of divinity and then breaks all
barriers of individualism to mingle itself with universal love. This tale of poems worships the strength of
youth power, their ardent passion and their invincible courage which is capable of perishing all injustice from
humanity. On one hand it speaks of the beauty of friendship, love, hope and purity of the child in us and on
the other hand, it reveals the ugliness and evils that exist in our society and tarnish this beautiful earth of
ours. It voices the pain of the oppressed and the unfortunate and urges the youth to change this world into a
better place to live in. The simplicity of the language can convey its message to people from all walks of life
and the depth of feelings reflected in the words can touch even a soul, which has never seen the world
through the melody of poems, and make it love poetry.
Double Minds Terri Blackstock 2009 Struggling to make her mark on the Nashville music scene, talented
singer/songwriter Parker James finds the competition can be fierce--even deadly--when a young woman is
murdered at the studio where Parker works. Original.
The Crushing Depths (Coastal Guardians Book #2) Dani Pettrey 2020-06-30 When an accident claims the life

of an oil-rig worker on the first drilling platform off the North Carolina coast, Coast Guard investigators Rissi
Dawson and Mason Rogers are sent to take the case. Tensions surrounding the oil rig are high and the death
has everyone on edge. Environmental activists are threatening to do whatever it takes to stop the structure
from being completed, while rumors are being whispered about ancient curses surrounding this part of the
ocean. Mounting evidence shows the death may not have been an accident at all. Was he killed by one of the
activists or, perhaps more frighteningly, a member of his own crew? Rissi and Mason have to sort through not
only a plethora of suspects, but also their own past and attraction to each other. Just as the case seems like
it'll break open, worse news arrives. A tropical storm has turned their way and soon they're cut off from any
rescue--and right where the killer wants them. It's a race to discover his identity before he eliminates the
threat they pose.
Dear Mr. Knightley Katherine Reay 2013-11-12 “Katherine Reay's Dear Mr. Knightley kept me up until 2:00
a.m.; I simply couldn't put it down." —Eloisa James, New York Times best-selling author of Once Upon a Tower
Samantha Moore has always hidden behind the words of others—namely, her favorite characters in literature.
Now, she will learn to write her own story—by giving that story to a complete stranger. Sam is, to say the least,
bookish. An English major of the highest order, her diet has always been Austen, Dickens, and Shakespeare.
The problem is, both her prose and conversation tend to be more Elizabeth Bennet than Samantha Moore. But
life for the twenty-three-year-old orphan is about to get stranger than fiction. An anonymous, Dickensian
benefactor (calling himself Mr. Knightley) offers to put Sam through Northwestern University’s prestigious
Medill School of Journalism. There is only one catch: Sam must write frequent letters to the mysterious donor,
detailing her progress. As Sam’s dark memory mingles with that of eligible novelist Alex Powell, her letters to
Mr. Knightley become increasingly confessional. While Alex draws Sam into a world of warmth and literature
that feels like it’s straight out of a book, old secrets are drawn to light. And as Sam learns to love and trust
Alex and herself, she learns once again how quickly trust can be broken. Reminding us all that our own true
character is not meant to be hidden, Reay’s debut novel follows one young woman’s journey as she sheds her
protective persona and embraces the person she was meant to become. “Dear Mr. Knightley is a stunning
debut—a pure gem with humor and heart.” —Serena Chase, USA Today Includes Reading Group Guide Plus
Bonus Material: Q & A with Katherine Reay and Sam’s Reading List
The Alaskan Courage Collection Dani Pettrey 2015-05-03 Dani Pettrey's bestselling romantic suspense series,
Alaskan Courage, features the nail-biting adventures of the McKenna family siblings as they encounter danger
in the Alaskan wilderness. Now available in one volume! 1 Submerged 2 Shattered 3 Stranded 4 Silenced 5
Sabotaged
In Harm's Way Irene Hannon 2010-04-01 FBI agent Nick Bradley believes Rachel Sutton, who claims a doll
gives her a strange feeling of terror, is crazy, but he soon stumbles across a link between the doll and an
abducted child.
Recipe for Murder Lisa Harris 2002
Dark Ambitions (Code of Honor Book #3) Irene Hannon 2019-10-01 Former Army Night Stalker Rick Jordan
usually has his camp for foster children to himself during the winter months. But someone has visited
recently--leaving a trail of blood. One of the two clues left behind tips Rick off to the identity of his visitor,
who soon turns up dead. The police deem it an accident, but Rick isn't convinced. With the help of private
investigator Heather Shields, he sets out to decipher the remaining clue. Except someone doesn't want them
to succeed--and will stop at nothing to keep them from finding the truth. With her trademark psychological
suspense ratcheting up the tension on every page, bestselling and award-winning author Irene Hannon takes
you on a search for a cold-blooded killer with an ambitious goal and deadly intent.
Blind Spot (Chesapeake Valor Book #3) Dani Pettrey 2017-10-03 Each of Pettrey's Novels Has Been a MultiMonth Bestseller FBI agent Declan Grey is in the chase of his life--but isn't sure exactly what he's chasing
after. Threatened by a terrorist that "the wrath is coming," Grey fears something horrible is about to be
unleashed on American soil. When his investigation leads him to a closed immigrant community, he turns to
Tanner Shaw to help him. She's sought justice for refugees and the hurting around the world, and if there's
anyone who can help him, it's Tanner. Tanner Shaw has joined the FBI as a crisis counselor . . . meaning she
now has more opportunity to butt heads with Declan. But that tension also includes a spark she can't deny,
and she's pretty sure Declan feels the same. But before anything can develop between them, they discover
evidence of a terror cell--and soon are in a race against the clock to stop the coming "wrath" that could cost
thousands their lives.
Too Close to Home Lynette Eason 2021-01-12 Danger in their midst Hide and Seek by Lynette Eason Erica
James has spent the last three years as a skiptracer, hoping one day it will lead to her kidnapped daughter.
Now she has a new suspect—P.I. Max Powell’s missing sister. Max has found evidence that connects the two
missing girls. Soon the two are drawn together as they search for answers. But the kidnapper will stop at
nothing to keep them from finding Erica’s daughter… Secret Agent Father by USA TODAY bestselling author
Laura Scott Although he’s never met the boy who arrives on his doorstep, undercover DEA agent Alex McCade
can’t deny that four-year-old Cody is his child. Shelby Jacobson tells Alex that Cody is the only one who can
identify his mother’s murderer. So now the killer is after them both. With his newfound family in danger, Alex

will do anything to keep Cody—and Shelby—safely by his side. Previously published as Hide and Seek and
Secret Agent Father
The Killing Tide Dani Pettrey 2019-08-06 When one Coast Guard officer is found dead and another goes
missing, Coast Guard Investigative Service special agent Finn Walker faces his most dangerous crime yet. His
only clues are what little evidence remains aboard the dead officer's boat, and the direction the clues point to
will test Finn and the Guard to their limits. When investigative reporter--and Finn's boss's sister--Gabby
Rowley arrives, her unrelenting questions complicate an already volatile situation. Now that she's back, the
tug on Finn's heart is strong, but with the risks she's taking for her next big story, he fears she might not live
through it. Thrown together by the heinous crime, Finn and Gabby can't ignore the sparks or judgments flying
between them. But will they be able to see past their preconceptions long enough to track down an elusive
killer, or will they become his next mark?
Shattered Dani Pettrey 2013-02-01 A Thrilling New Romantic Suspense from the Genre's Newest Star Piper
McKenna couldn't be more thrilled that her prodigal brother, Reef, has returned to Yancey, Alaska, after five
years. But her happiness is short-lived when Reef appears at her house covered in blood. A fellow snowboarder
has been killed--but despite the evidence, Reef swears he's innocent. And Piper believes him. Deputy Landon
Grainger loves the McKennas like family, but he's also sworn to find the truth. Piper is frustrated with his
need for facts over faith, but he knows those closest to you have the power to deceive you the most. With his
sheriff pushing for a quick conviction, some unexpected leads complicate the investigation, and pursuing the
truth may mean risking Landon's career. With Piper waging her own search, the two head deep into Canada's
rugged backcountry--and unexpected complications. Not only does their long friendship seem to be turning
into something more, but this dangerous case is becoming deadlier with each step.
The Leaving Tara Altebrando 2016-06-08 Eleven years ago, six five-year-olds went missing without a trace.
After all this time, the people left behind have moved on, or tried to. Until today. Now five of those kids are
back. They're sixteen, and they are ... fine. Scarlett comes home and finds a mother she barely recognises, and
doesn't really know who she's supposed to be, either. But she remembers Lucas. Lucas remembers Scarlett,
too, but they can't recall where they've been or what happened to them. Neither of them remember the sixth
victim, Max. He doesn't come back and everyone wants answers. Addictive and unforgettable, The Leaving
seethes with rich characters, tense storytelling and high stakes.
Shadows of the Past (Logan Point Book #1) Patricia Bradley 2014-02-04 Psychology professor and criminal
profiler Taylor Martin prides herself on being able to solve any crime, except the one she wants most
desperately to solve--the disappearance of her father twenty years ago. When she finally has a lead on his
whereabouts, Taylor returns home to Logan Point, Mississippi, to investigate. But as she is stalking the truth
about the past, someone is stalking her. Nick Sinclair pens mystery novels for a living, but the biggest mystery
to him is how he can ever get over the death of his wife--a tragedy he believes he could have prevented. With
his estranged brother the only family he has left, Nick sets out to find him. But when he crosses paths with
Taylor, all he seems to find is trouble. Join the chase as this determined duo search the murky shadows of the
past for the keys to unlocking the present and moving into a future filled with new hope and love. Readers will
be swept into the sultry South in this debut novel from a promising and already award-winning writer.
Shadowed (Sins of the Past Collection) Dani Pettrey 2016-10-04 Adventure, romance, and danger collide
when a young Alaskan fisherman nets the body of a Russian open water swimming competitor. Another
swimmer, who'd been the dead woman's roommate years ago, is pulled into the search for answers as it grows
more and more clear that something sinister is at play.
Poison Jordyn Redwood 2013 Five years ago, Keelyn Blake’s armed, mentally ill stepfather took her family
hostage in their house in rural Colorado. She and her half-sister Raven made it out alive, but others did not.
Authorities blamed the father’s frequent hallucinations about a being named Lucent, but in the end, even the
best of the FBI’s hostage negotiators failed to overcome the man’s delusions and end the standoff peacefully.
Now, Lucent is back, and he’s no hallucination. In fact, he is a very real person with dangerous motives. He
has kidnapped Raven’s daughter, and--Keelyn worries--maybe has hurt Raven as well. Though she is estranged
from her sister, Keelyn feels the immediate need to find Raven and save what family she has left. But when
others who were involved in that fateful day start dying, some by mysterious circumstances, Keelyn wonders if
she can emerge unscathed a second time.
Kiss Me Slowly Amber Lea Easton [BookStrand Romantic Suspense] Neck-deep in a setup that could have him
in jail or dead by Monday, Jonathan Alexander is desperate. It’s Saturday. His only hope is Grace Dupont, the
best forensic accountant in Miami. But there’s a glitch with that idea. She is also his ex-girlfriend who would
rather watch him drown than throw him a life vest. Grace enjoys seeing Jonathan squirm. On your knees, boy,
she thinks as he pitches for her help. Always a sucker for the dark-haired, blue-eyed boys, she risks her
precariously balanced life of secrets to help him. Trapped in a whirlwind of diamond smuggling and milliondollar money trails, Jonathan and Grace flee to the sea to stall for time as they try to prove his innocence.
Romance sizzles beneath Florida Keys sunshine. Both scoff at happy endings. Both doubt justice. Both know
each kiss could be their last. ** A BookStrand Mainstream Romance
Where Yesterday Lives Karen Kingsbury 2009-09-30 At thirty-one, Ellen Barrett has already won a Pulitzer

prize. Sadly, though, her skill as a journalist far surpasses her ability to sort out her troubled past, so she's
less than eager to return to picturesque Petoskey, Michigan, for her beloved father's funeral. When she most
needs comfort, her husband is distant and her siblings antagonistic -- and the solace an old sweetheart offers
is almost too much to resist. In the end, going home to the shores of Little Traverse Bay is an emotional and
spiritual journey for Ellen -- a rediscovery of what is truly important and eternal in her life.
The Breath of Dawn (A Rush of Wings Book #3) Kristen Heitzmann 2012-11-01 Kristen Heitzmann Delivers
Powerful New Romantic Suspense Morgan Spencer has had just about all he can take of life. Following the
tragic death of his wife, Jill, he retreats to his brother's Rocky Mountain ranch to heal and focus on the care of
his infant daughter, Olivia. Two years later, Morgan begins to make plans to return to his home in Santa
Barbara to pick up the pieces of his life and career. Quinn Riley has been avoiding her past for four years.
Standing up for the truth has forced her into a life of fear and isolation. After a "chance" first meeting and a
Thanksgiving snowstorm, Quinn is drawn into the Spencer family's warm and loving world, and she begins to
believe she might find freedom in their friendship. The man Quinn helped put behind bars has recently been
released, however, and she fears her past will endanger the entire Spencer family. As the danger heightens,
she determines to leave town for the sake of the people who have come to mean so much to her. Fixing
problems is what Morgan Spencer does best, and he is not willing to let Quinn run away, possibly into the
clutches of a man bent on revenge. But Morgan's solution sends him and Quinn on an unexpected path, with
repercussions neither could have anticipated.
Deadly Pursuit Irene Hannon 2011-09-01 In this taut romantic suspense, a woman who has devoted her life to
protecting children now needs protecting herself.
Dr. Strange Beard Penny Reid 2018-07-30 From the NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, & USA
TODAY bestselling series Hunches, horse races, and heartbreak Ten years after Simone Payton broke his
heart, all Roscoe Winston wants is a doughnut. He’d also like to forget her entirely, but that’s never going to
happen. Roscoe Winston remembers everything—every look, every word, every single unrequited second—and
the last thing he needs is another memory of Simone. Unfortunately, after one chance encounter, Simone
keeps popping up everywhere he happens to be . . . Ten years after Roscoe Winston dropped out of her life, all
Simone Payton wants is to exploit him. She’d also like some answers from her former best friend about why he
ghosted her, but if she never gets those answers, that’s a-okay. Simone let go of the past a long time ago.
Seriously, she has. She totally, totally has. She is definitely not still thinking about Roscoe. Nope. She’s more
than happy to forget he exists. But first, she needs just one teeny-tiny favor . . . Dr. Strange Beard is a fulllength romantic comedy novel, can be read as a stand-alone, and is the fifth book in the USA TODAY
bestselling Winston Brothers series. ***** Read the entire Winston Brothers series! Beauty and the Mustache
Book #0.5 USA Today Bestseller Truth or Beard Book #1 USA Today Bestseller Grin and Beard It #2 USA
Today Bestseller Beard Science #3 USA Today Bestseller Beard in Mind #4 USA Today Bestseller Dr. Strange
Beard #5 New York Times Bestseller Beard with Me #5.5 (Coming September 2019) Beard Necessities #6
(Coming October 2019) ***** Topics: contemporary romance, romantic comedy, southern romance, small
town, series, geek romance, nerdy girl romance, nerdy girl, geek girl, romantic comedy series, comedy,
comedy series, funny romance, laugh romance, modern romance, urban romance, Tennessee, Tennessee
romance, USA today, new york times bestselling author, USA today bestseller, USA Today bestseller, small
town romance, friends to lovers romance, enemies to lovers romance, smart romance, something funny to
read, lighthearted romance, light romance, hot romance, Penny Reid, penny reid romance, beard romance,
bearded, wanderlust romance, romance novel, romance book, romantic comedy books, romance for adults,
romance books, funny romance, funny romance, funny books, comedy books free, rom com, hilarious, romance
series, romance books, beach reads, new adult, college, funny, female, stories, sensual, sensual romance,
alpha male, hot guy, racy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books,
emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance series,
bearded hero, sassy, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, mistaken identity romance, sparks, loyalty,
swoon, interracial romance, African American heroine, childhood friends to lovers, second chance romance,
virgin romance, bearded brothers, saga
Silenced (Alaskan Courage Book #4) Dani Pettrey 2014-04-29 Jake Knew Something Was Wrong. But He
Never Guessed How Wrong. A relaxing day of rock climbing takes a disturbing turn when Kayden McKenna's
route brings her face-to-face with a dead climber. Is it a terrible accident or something darker? When the case
is handed to overburdened sheriff Landon Grainger, he turns to Jake Westin for help. With Jake's past now
revealed, he's ready to use his talent for investigation again--but he could never prepare for where the mystery
will take him. Kayden's climbing expertise soon leads her and Jake to the realization that the death was no
accident. And worse, it seems the killer is onto them. When strange things begin happening in Yancey, Jake is
terrified that once again his world may put someone he loves in danger. But the truth is far worse than he
could ever imagine. Praise for the Alaskan Courage series "Readers who enjoy Lynette Eason, Irene Hannon,
and DiAnn Mills will add this to their to-read list." Library Journal about Stranded "I have not been this
enthralled since the O'Malley series by Dee Henderson! Pettrey does such an excellent job of developing the
character of each and every family member..." Christian Manifesto "Hard-to-put-down romantic suspense with

snappy dialogue, realistic characterizations and fast-moving intrigue." Suspense Zone
The Truth Seeker Dee Henderson 2010-11-09 Women are turning up dead, and Lisa O'Malley has a habit of
walking into crime scenes, curious. She's a forensic pathologist, and mysteries are her domain. U.S. marshall
Quinn Diamond has found loving her is easier than keeping her safe. Lisa's found the killer, and now she's
missing too. Introducing the O'Malleys, an inspirational group of seven, all abandoned or orphaned as teens,
who have made the choice to become a loyal and committed family. They have chosen their own surname,
O'Malley, and have stood by each other through moments of joy and heartache. Their stories are told in CBA
best-selling, inspirational romantic suspense novels that rock your heart and restore strength and hope to
your spirit.
A Mind Abducted Corinne Leigh Donovan
Sabotaged (Alaskan Courage Book #5) Dani Pettrey 2015-01-27 Finally Returned Home, Reef McKeena Finds
His Beloved Alaska Facing Its Greatest Threat Growing up, goody-two-shoes Kirra Jacobs and troublemaker
Reef McKenna were always at odds. Now, working together as search-and-rescue for Alaska's arduous Iditarod
race, a growing attraction seems to be forcing aside old arguments. Then Reef catches Kirra sneaking from
camp in the middle of the night. Kirra's uncle, a musher in the race, has disappeared. Kirra and Reef quickly
track the man, but what they discover is harrowing: Frank's daughter has been kidnapped. Kirra and Reef,
along with the entire McKenna family, are thrown into a race to stop a shadowy villain who is not only
threatening a girl's life--but appears willing to unleash one of the largest disasters Alaska has ever seen.
Pettrey is the Winner of the 2014 Daphne du Maurier Award for Inspirational Romantic Suspense "Pettrey
keeps the stakes high for her characters and her readers who know and love the whole McKenna clan will be
pushing for romance to bloom as suspense mounts." Booklist about Silenced "Readers who enjoy Lynette
Eason, Irene Hannon, and DiAnn Mills will add this to their to-read list." Library Journal about Stranded "I
have not been this enthralled since the O'Malley series by Dee Henderson!" Christian Manifesto
Rain Song (Heart of Carolina Book #1) Alice J. Wisler 2008-10-01 Nicole Michelin avoids airplanes,
motorcycles, and most of all, Japan, where her parents once were missionaries. Something happened in
Japan...something that sent Nicole and her father back to America alone...something of which Nicole knows
only bits and pieces. But she is content with life in little Mount Olive, North Carolina, with her quirky
relatives, tank of lively fish, and plenty of homemade pineapple chutney. Through her online column for the
Pretty Fishy Web site, she meets Harrison Michaels, who, much to her dismay, lives in Japan. She attempts to
avoid him, but his e-mails tug at her heart. Then Harrison reveals that he knew her as a child in Japan. In fact,
he knows more about her childhood than she does...
Dark Blue Melody Carlson 2014-02-27 Kara Hendricks and Jordan Ferguson have been best friends since
kindergarten. That is until Jordan started hanging out with a new “cool” crowd and decided Kara was a
popularity liability. Devastated, Kara feels betrayed and abandoned by everyone—even God. Yet for all the hurt
and insecurity, these dark blue days contain a life-changing secret. Kara has the chance to discover
something about herself that she never knew before. This first book in the teen fiction series TrueColors deals
with self-worth, identity, and loneliness. Includes discussion questions.
When the Smoke Clears Lynette Eason 2012-02-01 After an equipment failure nearly kills her, smokejumper
Alexia Allen returns to her mother's house to recuperate, only to find herself caught up in murder and arson
as a long-buried secret threatens her life.
A Child Called It Dave Pelzer 2010-01-01 This book chronicles the unforgettable account of one of the most
severe child abuse cases in California history. It is the story of Dave Pelzer, who was brutally beaten and
starved by his emotionally unstable, alcoholic mother: a mother who played tortuous, unpredictable
games--games that left him nearly dead. He had to learn how to play his mother's games in order to survive
because she no longer considered him a son, but a slave; and no longer a boy, but an "it." Dave's bed was an
old army cot in the basement, and his clothes were torn and raunchy. When his mother allowed him the luxury
of food, it was nothing more than spoiled scraps that even the dogs refused to eat. The outside world knew
nothing of his living nightmare. He had nothing or no one to turn to, but his dreams kept him alive--dreams of
someone taking care of him, loving him and calling him their son.
Stranded Dani Pettrey 2013-09-01 When Her Friend Goes Missing, Every Minute Counts Darcy St. James
returns to Alaska to join a journalist friend undercover on the trail of a big story. But when Darcy arrives, she
finds her friend has disappeared. Troubled by the cruise ship's vague explanation, Darcy uses her cover as a
travel reporter to investigate further. The last person Gage McKenna expects to see during his summer
aboard a cruise ship leading adventure excursions is Darcy. And in typical Darcy fashion, she's digging up
more trouble. He'd love to just forget her--but something won't let him. And he can't help but worry about her
as they are heading into more remote regions of Alaska and eventually into foreign waters. Something sinister
is going on, and the deeper they push, the more Gage fears they've only discovered the tip of the iceberg. "The
third book in Pettrey's Alaskan Courage series ratchets up the action and suspense. It's difficult to stop
yourself from peeking ahead to the end, but the ride is worth the anxiety." --RT Book Reviews "Dani Pettrey
has delivered another incredibly compelling adventure in Alaska. STRANDED is full of suspense, beautiful
rugged wilderness and white-water rapids, and a heartfelt romance. I loved catching up with the McKenna

family." - Dee Henderson, New York Times bestselling author
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